The frequencies with which alleles are alike within (Q) and between (q) populations are formulated for monoecious populations undergoing drift and mutation with unequal mutation rates among alleles for a finite number (k) of allelic states. The effective number of alleles and an application to Nei's measure of genetic distance [Nei, M. (1972) Am. Nat. 106, 283-292] are also considered for this model. The equilibrium values of Q and q increase as k decreases. Unequal mutation rates further increase the equilibrium values and reduce the rates of approach of Q and q to these values. The transitional values of Q and q are very dependent on the initial population frequency composition when mutation rates are unequal. Reducing k, of course, reduces the effective number of alleles, which is further reduced by unequal mutation rates. Complications introduced by initial population composition, unequal mutation rates, and number of allelic states, coupled with data limitations for long-term measures of genetic distance or population differentiation, with mutation as the main driving force, are discussed. The probability of genes being alike, including both identity by descent and alike in state, is used to formulate the effects of drift within and between monoecious populations in which mutation rates are equal for a finite number of allelic states. The transitional and equilibrium values of the probabilities of alikeness within and between populations are extended to accommodate unequal mutation rates among alleles. Also, the effective number of alleles for this model is compared with that of a stepwise mutation model (1). Some of the results are applied to Nei's (2) measure of genetic distance. Relevant literature, the use of identity by descent for measuring short-term genetic distances, and limitations of data for measuring differentiation among populations are left for the Discussion.
allele be v.
A randomly mating monoecious population of constant size N with distinct generations is assumed, so that with probability 1/2N a random pair of genes in the offspring stems from a single parental gene and, with probability 1 -(1/2N), from different parental genes, but which are alike with' probability Q. Whether from a single parental gene or two alike parental genes, the offspring genes are alike with probability a = (1 -u)2 + uv. The term uv is included to allow both genes to mutate to the same allele. If the ancestral genes are not alike, they are alike in the offspring with probability b = 2(1 -u)v + (u -v)v for the cases in which one gene does not mutate and the other mutates to the same gene or both genes mutate to the same gene.
The publication costs of this article were defrayed in part by page charge payment. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U.S.C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. Again, if qO = q*, then v0 = 13* and q, = q* remains constant.
We now sketch the transition for alikeness within populations. Before mutation, the offspring genes that stem from a single parental gene are alike for the ith allele with frequency Genetics: Cockerharn Proc. NatL. AcadJ Sci. USA 81 (1984) P5i and those from two distinct parental genes are alil ith allele with frequency (2Nb? -p3)/ (2N -1) The results for q are displayed in Fig. 1 and for Q in Fig. 2 . With equal mutation rates, the transitional rate of approach of q to q* is constant, a. With unequal mutation rates, the transitional rate is not constant. For Vo > i*, as in the case of jO = 10-3, the transitional rate is slower throughout as expected, although the difference from equal mutation rates is not so obvious because of the difference in equilibrium values. With Vo < v*, as in the case of VO = 10-5, the initial transitional rate is faster than for equal mutation rates. However, the equilibrium value is overshot and the return toward q* from below is at a slower rate than for equal mutation rates. Also, for VO = i < v*, the approach to q* is from below and at a slower rate than for equal mutation rates. Thus, the general effect, particularly in the long run, of variable mutation rates is to reduce the transitional rate.
The same types of effects of unequal mutation rates on the transition of Q are seen in Fig. 2 . The equilibrium values are of course approached at a much more rapid rate for N = 100 (Fig. 2a ) than for N = 1,000 (Fig. 2b ). 
Discussion
Many of these results are not new, particularly for equal mutation rates. For the infinite-allele model, Q* was given by Kimura and Crow (3) and solutions for both Q and q were given by Nei (5) . With k alleles, Q* and q* were obtained by Kimura (6) . Also, Q* can be found in Watterson (7) and is a special case of Takahata's (8) study of a composite stepwise mutation model. The transition equation for Q is given by
Golding and Strobeck (9) as 01/0, corresponding to a single site with k alleles, in their study of the distribution of nucleotide site differences. Also, from general multiple-site formulations of Takahata (10), by focusing on a single site, the equilibrium value of Q and the transition equation for q can be deduced. In this context, q and Q are for a single variant (site) with k alleles (states). Griffiths (11) developed a solution for Q with equal mutation rates between pairs of alleles but different among pairs. The effects of unequal mutation rates are not readily apparent in his formulations. By an inequality, he shows for a constant overall mutation rate that Q is least when all mutation rates are equal. Our model and results are the same as his with equal mutation rates. Griffiths (12) also formulates q for his mutation model but with the initial population in equilibrium (qo = Q*). Again, he shows by inequalities that q is least for equal mutation rates.
Genetics: Cockerharn Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 81 (1984) The effects of unequal mutation rates on q* and Q* are readily apparent for our model, increasing both. Unequal mutation rates reduce the transitional rates of q and Q, at least in the long run. The numerical illustrations of the transitions demonstrate the key role that the initial population composition plays, leading to a variety of transitional outcomes.
The frequencies q and Q are dependent on the measuring device whether it be of electrophoretic variants or other means of identifying allelic variation. The appropriate mutation rates are those that change one recognizable variant into another recognizable variant. In the case of electrophoretic variants, it does not matter whether the changes are conformational, electrical charge, or other, as long as they are recognized and are mendelian. In the same vein, all those changes, even those known to occur, that are not recognized by the measuring device are appropriately ignored. Thus, two different electrophoretic protocols for the same enzyme will often have different parameters. These factors will lead to differences among loci in addition to other inherent differences among loci such as mutation rates and numbers of allelic states.
The greater the number of allelic states, the more information there is on the differentiation of populations and species. Singh et al. (13) , by varying gel concentration and pH and with the use of heat denaturation, increased the number of allelic classes from 6 by standard gel electrophoresis to 37 for xanthine dehydrogenase in Drosophila pseudoobscura and turned up unsuspected population differences. In most studies, however, standard protocols are used. Even when a large net is cast in terms of the geographic distribution of populations or species (or both), the numbers of allelic states are often small. Whether real or from limitations of the measuring devices, the limitations of the data are real in terms of the number of allelic states for genetic distances or other measures of population differentiation.
An alternative measure of distance may be based on identity by descent for short-term evolution. It is often not clear to me when reading the literature whether "identity by descent," "alike in state," or some combination is being invoked when the term "identity" is used. Most often identity appears to mean simply alike. Without The number of recognizable allelic states affects the estimate of 6 in terms of bias and sampling variance. Bias decreases as the number of states increases but can essentially be eliminated by summing Qs and qcs over several loci. That having been accomplished, the information about 6 becomes roughly aligned with the total degrees of freedom, li(ki -1) (i indexes loci), for states (16) . Mutational synonymities that are not recognized, as is often the case with electrophoresis, actually extend the time scale over which identity by descent is an appropriate measure.
Long-term genetic distance measures with mutation rates as the main driving force are much more complicated. In applications, qcs and Qs are summed or averaged over loci for the estimation of genetic distance, many loci being required to reduce the sampling variability to acceptable terms. An average for many loci does not alleviate the problems concerning initial population composition, unequal mutation rates, and the number of allelic states, however.
